THE DREAM PROGRAM is a 10-week summer program designed to increase the number of women and racially underrepresented groups in medical physics by offering research opportunities, outreach and strategic mentorship geared towards recruiting a more robust and diverse group of skilled undergraduate students in the field of medical physics. DREAM students will be placed into summer research and mentorship groups that are consistent with their research and career interests. DREAM fellows are selected on a competitive basis. Selected fellows will be awarded a $6,000 stipend with the expectation of a 40-hour per week effort for 10 weeks.

ELIGIBILITY
- Undergraduate sophomores, juniors, and seniors majoring in physics, engineering, or other science
- US Citizens, Canadian Citizens, or Permanent Citizens of the US

HOW TO APPLY
- Go to https://gaf.aapm.org/index.php#DREAM
- Send official transcripts to karen@aapm.org
- Two letters of recommendation to karen@aapm.org
- Be sure to address diversity and/or the impact this fellowship would have on you in your self-statement.

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
February 2, 2023

FOR MORE DETAILS, VISIT: https://gaf.aapm.org/index.php#DREAM